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D RD 18 Project

+ The feasibility of a TPC for the LC was demonstrated in D RD 2 project

à ILD detector baseline document was completed in March 2013

+ Main issues towards final design were pushed forward with
Large Prototype (LP) of the TPC within D RD 9 project

à first test beam experiment of the large aperture GEM-like gating device

à key issues of the engeneering design: CO2 cooling, track distortions, etc

+ D RD 18 project started in 2018 and has to resolve remaining issues
towards technology choice for the ILD TPC

à momentum and dE/dx resolution with Large Prototype 2 (LP2) ⇒ done: slides 3,4

à mitigate ExB effects at design level (field distortions) ⇒ done: slide 5

à design optimization of the GEM-like gating device ⇒ very advanced: last year

à 2-phase CO2 cooling ⇒ in progress: slide 6

à simulation of the effect of the resistive anode layer for MM ⇒ started

à minimize the GEM discharge rate and gain uniformity ⇒ in progress

à new module design with common pad structure and electronics ⇒ not started yet
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Transverse and Longitudinal Resolutions

+ Close collaboration between French
and Japanese teams for the beam tests
2018 at DESY facility

à new endplate LP2

à 1-loop 2-Phase CO2 cooling

à improved mechanics:
99.9% good connections

à new grounding scheme:
encapsulated resistive anode

Extrapolation to a magnetic
field of 3.5 T and 2.35 m drift

length yield to a maximum
100 µm over the full drift length
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dE/dx Resolution

Measuring dE/dx resolution with
LP and extrapolating to ILD TPC

+ Test arbitrary track lengths by randomly
combining hits from several real tracks to
a pseudo track in test beam setup

à allows extrapolating dE/dx resolution
to the ILD TPC tracks

+ Estimated dE/dx resolution with 70%
truncated mean for ILD TPC

à GEM: σdE/dx = 4.1% for 220 hits

Ô no degradation due to gating GEM

Ô good agreement with simulation

à MM: σdE/dx = 4.8% for 192 hits

Ô no degradation due to resistive foil
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Track Distortions

Non-uniform E-field near module
boundaries induces ExB effects

+ Track distortions in standard scheme

à reach about 0.5 mm at boundaries

à worth to minimize at design level

à accounted as systematic error

+ Encapsulated scheme (2018) to reduce
distortions at the edges of MM modules

à mesh at ground (same as the frame)

à resistive anode at the +ve HV

ExB effect between modules is fully suppressed in

the new scheme
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3D Cooling Circuit

+ ILD TPC Requirements

à about 1kW heat
transfer (half cylinder)

Ô power pulsing at room T

à ∆T ' 1◦C over the gas
volume

Ô uniform pad plane T

à less material comparing
to existing experiments

A 2-Phase CO2 cooling with
the KEK cooling plant TRACI
was provided to MM modules
during beam tests at DESY

+ New developments at Saclay

à realized 1/8 of the cooling plate in 3D printing

à studied re-machining in CAD and tested

à carried out finite element thermal calculation

Ô to assess the effect of the tins in the backup
air cooling

à ordered full cooling plate
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